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
Maarten M Fokkinga
y
Diagram chasing is an established proof technique in Category Theory. Alge-
braic calculation is a good alternative; made possible thanks to a notation for
various unique arrows and a suitable formulation of initiality, and the calcula-
tional properties brought forward by initiality.
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1 Introduction
Category Theory [ML71] is a eld of mathematics that seeks to discuss and unify many
concepts occurring in mathematics. In the last decade it has proved useful for comput-
ing science as well; this may be evident from the rapidly growing number of conferences
and publications with `Category Theory' and `Computer Science' in their title, for exam-
ple [Hoa89, BW90, PAPR86, PPR87, GS89, RB88]. Not only is category theory helpful
to formalise and prove results for theoretical aspects of computing science, like lambda
calculus theory, denotational semantics, and fundamentals of algebraic specication, but
also to formalise and prove results for practical aspects like language design and implemen-
tation (e.g., Hagino [Hag87b, Hag87a], Reynolds [Rey80] and Cousineau et al [CCM85])
and program derivation (e.g., Malcolm [Mal90a, Mal90b], Meijer [Mei92], Paterson [Pat90],
and Fokkinga [Fok92]).
In this chapter we pave the way for a style of proof that is an alternative to the
conventional one in Category Theory: calculation instead of diagram chasing. In eect, it
is a form of Functional Programming. Let us explain the key-words.

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1 Category. Roughly said, a category is just a collection of arrows with the closure
property that \composition of two arrows f and g with target(f) = source(g) , is an arrow
again." Thus, a mathematical structure, when studied categorically, has to be modeled
as a system of arrows. This may pose serious problems to the newcomer; Arbib and
Manes [AM75] teach how to think in terms of arrows. The prominent ro^le of arrows invites
to use pictures containing (a lot of) arrows, so-called diagrams, as a tool in categorical
proofs. The conventional style of proof is diagram chasing (explained below); we oer
an alternative: algebraic calculation. To do so, we give a systematic treatment of the
calculation properties brought forward by initiality, and show them in action on a variety
of examples. Initiality is a categorical concept by which many mathematical constructions
can be characterised.
2 Diagrams and diagram chasing. The basic task in a categorical proof is to show
the existence of an arrow, or to show the equality of two arrows, when some other arrows
and objects are given. There are several reasons why diagrams may be helpful, and one
has to face all of them when judging the relative merits of an alternative style of proof.
Let us consider (all?) four of these reasons.
1. Typing. A picture may clearly indicate which arrows have a common source or
target, much more so than a linear listing of the arrows with the source and target
given for each of them.
2. Naming. Initialitymeans that for certain pairs of source and target there is precisely
one arrow in between. A picture is a suitable tool to indicate such an arrow, typically
by a dashed line, and to attach a name to it for use in the text. Without pictures
one usually introduces such an arrow by a phrase like \Let f be the unique arrow
from this to that that exists on account of the initiality of such-and-so ."
3. Commuting diagrams. Equality of arrows can be indicated pictorially if, by con-
vention, in the picture each two (composite) arrows with the same source and the
same target are equal. This convention is called commutativity of the diagram. A
commuting composite diagram is a very economical way of showing several equalities
simultaneously without duplication of subterms that denote arrows.
4. Diagram chasing. Pasting several commuting diagrams together along common ar-
rows gives a commuting diagram as result. It is an easy, visual, reliable style of
proving equality of arrows, or constructing an arrow from others. It is particularly
easy to extend a diagram with an arrow; in a calculation one would have to copy the
equation obtained thus far, and transform that a little.
The calculational style presented in this paper is an alternative to diagram chasing (4). The
use of a standard notation for various unique arrows obviates in some cases the need for
pictures for the purpose of naming (2). The need for a pictorial overview of the typing (1)
is decreased to some extend by a consistent notation, in particular f ; g for composition
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(so that f : a ! b ^ g: b ! c ) f ; g: a ! c falls out naturally), and some specic
notations for arrows that reect their calculational properties. As regards the presentation
of several equalities simultaneously by one commuting diagram (3) we remark that often
there is just one equation of interest, the theorem, so that all others are merely auxiliary
for the proof or construction only, and there is no reason to display them all at once.
3 The format of a calculation. We present a calculation in the way we have actually
derived it (or would like to have derived it). The task of a calculation is to nd a denition
for some, possibly none, unknowns and to prove an equation or equivalence that contains
the unknowns. In general we start with the main task and reduce it step by step to simpler
tasks, until we nally arrive at true . In each step we apply a known fact, or dene an
unknown possibly in terms of new unknows, or, in order to proceed, assume that some
property holds. In the end, all the denitions made along the way constitute a construction
of the unknowns, and the assumptions remain as premises that imply the validity of the
start equation or equivalence.
Sometimes a calculation can more elegantly be conducted and presented as a trans-
formation between the left hand side of the equality (or equivalence) and the right hand
side, using equalities (or equivalences) only. In such a case we usually start with the more
complicated side, and transform it step by step to the simpler one.
This style of conducting and reading proofs requires some exercising to get used to;
once mastered it turns out to be an eective way of working. Dijkstra and Scholten [DS90]
discuss this style in detail, and attribute the calculational format to Feijen, and van
Gasteren [Gas88].
4 Calculation with initiality. There is no problem in presenting the pasting of two
diagrams as a calculation. For example, pasting `squares'
(a) ' ; f = p ;  and (b)  ; g = q ; 
along `edge'  yields ' ; f ; g = p ; q ;  . This is rendered in a one or two step calculation
as follows.
' ; f ; g = p ; q ; 
 in left hand side (a): ' ; f = p ;  ,
in right hand side (b)
[
: q ;  =  ; g
p ;  ; g = p ;  ; g
 reexivity of equality
true.
More important is a formalisation of initiality that lends itself to such a calculational,
equational reasoning. By denition, a is initial if for each target b there is precisely one
arrow from a to b . Formally, a is initial if, for all b ,
9(x :: x: a! b ^ 8(y :: y: a! b ) y = x)) .5
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It is the presence of the existential quantier (and the universal one in its scope) that
hinders equational reasoning. An equivalent formalisation of initiality of a reads: there
exists a function F such that, for all b and x ,
x: a! b  x = Fb .
Indeed, substituting x = Fb gives Fb: a ! b (there is at least one arrow), and the
implies part of the equivalence gives that there is at most one arrow. We shall see that
this formalisation is the key to calculational reasoning. The use of equivalences to char-
acterise initiality (and more generally, universality) has been thoroughly advocated by
Hoare [Hoa89]. As far as we know, Malcolm [Mal90a] was the rst to use this style of
reasoning in a formal way for the derivation of functional programs over initial algebras.
6 Functional programming. In this text all arrows (in the sequel called morphisms) in
the \base" category may be interpreted as typed total functions; there is simply no axiom
for the category under consideration, that prohibits this interpretation. Therefore one may
interpret our activity as functional programming, though for specications that are a bit
unusual. The combinations and transformations of morphisms (functions) are fully in the
spirit of Backus [Bac78] and Meertens [Mee86]. One should note that nowhere in this
text a morphism (function) is applied to an argument; it is just by composing functions
in various ways that new functions are formed and equalities are proved. The absence of
restrictions on combining functions (except for typing constraints) has often been claimed
to be a major benet of functional programming, for example by Backus [Bac78] and
Hughes [Hug90].
7 Overview. The remainder of the chapter is organised as follows. We assume that the
reader is familiar with the very basics of category theory; Goldblatt [Gol79, Chapters 2,3,9],
Barr [BW90], and Pierce [Pie91] give a good introduction. In the next section we discuss
initiality, and give some preliminaries. Then we specialise the laws for initiality to products
and sums in Section 3, to initial algebras in Section 4, to coequalisers and kernel pairs in
Section 5, and to colimits in general in Section 6. Each of these sections contains one or
more examples of a calculation for the derivation of a well-known result.
The proof of the pudding is in the eating: the categorician should compare our algebraic
calculations with the usual pictorial proofs, and pay attention to the precision, conciseness,
and clarity with which various steps in the proofs are stated, and to the absence of verbose
or pictorial introductions of various unique arrows.
2 Preliminaries and Initiality
8 Nomenclature. Variables A;B; C denote categories, and capital letters vary over
functors. Formula f : a !
A
b means that f is a morphism in A with source a and
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target b ( src
A
f = a and tgt
A
f = b ). In each section, the category that is the \uni-
verse of discourse" is denoted C ; it may underly the construction of several others. Unless
stated otherwise, a morphism is a morphism in C , and similarly for objects. We shall
mostly suppress mentioning of the category C , certainly where it would occur as a sub-
script. In particular, we almost always write ! for !
C
. By default, a; b; c; : : : vary
over objects in C , f; g; h; j; : : : ; p; q; : : : ; x; y; : : : over morphisms in C , and ; ; : : : over
natural transformations in C . We denote composition arrows of category C (and all the
categories that inherit its composition) in diagrammatic order: if f : a! b and g: b! c
then f ; g: a ! c . Composition of functors and other mappings is denoted by juxtapo-
sition: (FG)f = F (Gf) . We assume in each formula that the free variables are typed in
such a way that the formula makes sense, that is, the targets and sources match at each
composition and objects and morphisms are in the appropriate category.
9 Categories built upon C . Often an interesting construction in C can be charac-
terised by initiality in a category A built upon C . We say A is built upon C if: each
morphism of A is a -special- morphism in C and A's composition and identities are that
of C . So, A is fully determined by dening its objects and morphisms. Moreover, `built
upon' is a reexive and transitive relation. Here are some examples that we'll meet in the
sequel; skip the description upon rst reading. (The categorician may recognise
W
(D) as
the category of cocones for the diagram D . Dually, the category of cones for D is denoted
V
(D) . I owe these notations, and those for D below, to Jaap van der Woude.)
Category
W
(~a) , where ~a is an n -tuple of objects in C . An object in
W
(~a) is: an n -
tuple of morphisms in C with a common target and the objects ~a as sources, as suggested
by the symbol
W
for the case n = 2 . Let
~
f and ~g be such objects; then a morphism
from
~
f to ~g in
W
(~a) is: a morphism x in C satisfying f
i
; x = g
i
for each index i of the
n -tuple. It follows that x: tgt
~
f ! tgt~g . (As a special case, category
W
(a) is known as
the co-slice category `under a ', usually denoted a=C .) An object in
W
(a; a) is a parallel
pair with source a .
Category
W
(fkg) , where f and g are morphisms in C with a common source and
a common target. An object in
W
(fkg) is: a morphism p for which f ; p = g ; p . Let p
and q be such objects; then a morphism from p to q in
W
(fkg) is: a morphism x in C
satisfying p ; x = q . (So,
W
(fkg) is a full subcategory of
W
(a) where a = tgt f = tgt g .)
Category
W
(f g) , where f; g are morphisms in C with a common source. An
object in
W
(f g) is: a tuple (h; j) satisfying f ; h = g ; j . Let (h; j) and (k; l) be
two objects; then a morphism from (h; j) to (k; l) in
W
(f g) is: a morphism x in C
satisfying h ; x = k and j ; x = l . (This category is used to dene the pushout of f; g .)
Category Alg(F ) , where F is an endofunctor on C . An object ' of Alg(F ) is:
a morphism ': Fa ! a in C , for some a called the carrier of ' . Let ' and  be
such objects; then a morphism from ' to  in Alg(F ) is: a morphism x in C satisfying
' ; x = Fx ;  . It follows that x: carrier'! carrier , and carrier' = tgt' . An object
' is called an F -algebra, and a morphism x is called an F -homomorphism.
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10 Initiality. Let A be a category, and a an object in A . Then a is initial in A if:
x: a!
A
b  x = ([a
!
b])
A
Charn
Here ([a
!
b])
A
is just a notation, a name, for a morphism (depending on A; a and b ),
and all free variables in the line are understood to be universally quantied, except those
that have been introduced in the immediate context (A and a in this case). `Charn' is
mnemonic for Characterisation. The ) part of Charn says that each morphism x with
a as its source, is uniquely determined by its target b (if it exists at all). From the (
part, taking x := ([a
!
b])
A
, it follows that for each b there is a morphism from a to b .
Thus ([ ]) is a standard name for the unique morphisms from a . Often there is a more
specic notation that better suggests the resulting properties (see the following sections).
Of course, when A is clear from the context we write ([a
!
b]) rather than ([a
!
b])
A
.
It often happens that one initial object in A is xed, and in that case ([b]) abbreviates
([a
!
b]) . The usual notation for ([b])
A
is !
b
or <
b
. The ! -notation doesn't work well
for categories built upon A since the notation of a and b may become too large for a
subscript.
Finality is dual to initiality; an object a is nal if: for each object b there exists
precisely one morphism from b to a . The default notation for this unique morphism is
db(b
!
a)ec
A
, and the characterisation reads
x: b!
A
a  x = db(b
!
a)ec
A
.
11 Corollaries. Here are some consequences of Charn. A substitution for x such that
the right-hand side becomes true yields Self, and a substitution for b; x such that the
left-hand side becomes true yields Id:
([a
!
b])
A
: a!
A
b Self
id
a
= ([a
!
a])
A
Id
Next we have the Uniqueness and Fusion property (still assuming a initial in A ):
x; y: a!
A
b ) x = y Uniq
x: b!
A
c ) ([a
!
b])
A
; x = ([a
!
c])
A
Fusion
The `proof' of Uniq is left to the reader. For Fusion we argue (suppressing A and a ):
([b]) ; x = ([c])
 Charn[ b; x := c; ([b]) ; x ]
([b]) ; x: a! c
( composition
([b]): a! b ^ x: b! c
 Self, and premise
6
true.
These ve laws becomemuchmore interesting in case category A is built upon another one,
and !
A
is expressed as one or more equations in the underlying category. In particular
the importance of law Fusion cannot be over-emphasised; we shall use it quite often. If
the statement x: b !
A
c boils down to the equation c = b ; x (which is the case when
A =
W
(a) ), law Fusion can be formulated as an unconditional equation (by substituting
c := b ; x in the consequent, giving ([b]) ; x = ([b ; x]) ). In the case of initial algebras
Uniq captures the pattern of proofs by induction that two functions x and y are equal;
in several other cases Uniq asserts that a collection of morphisms is jointly epic.
12 Well-formedness condition. In general, when A is built upon another category,
C say, the well-formedness condition for the notation ([b]) is that b (viewed as a composite
entity in the underlying category C ) is an object in A ; this is not a purely syntactic
condition.
b in A ) ([a
!
b])
A
is a morphism in C Type
In the sequel we adhere to the (dangerous?) convention that in each law the free variables
are quantied in such a way that the well-formedness condition, the premise of Type, is
met.
13 Application. Here is a rst example of the use of these laws: proving that an initial
object is unique up to a unique isomorphism. Suppose that both a and b are initial. We
claim that ([a
!
b]) and ([b
!
a]) establish the isomorphism and are unique in doing so. By
Type and Self they have the correct typing. We shall show
x = ([a
!
b]) ^ y = ([b
!
a])  x ; y = id
a
^ y ; x = id
b
,
that is, both compositions of ([a
!
b]) and ([b
!
a]) are the identity, and conversely the
identities can be factored only in this way. We prove both implications of the equivalence
at once.
x = ([a
!
b]) ^ y = ([b
!
a])
 Charn
x: a! b ^ y: b! a
 composition
x ; y: a! a ^ y ; x: b! b
 Charn
x ; y = ([a
!
a]) ^ y ; x = ([b
!
b])
 Id
x ; y = id
a
^ y ; x = id
b
.
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The equality ([a
!
b]) ; ([b
!
a]) = id
a
can be proved alternatively using Id, Fusion, and
Self in that order. (This gives a nice proof of the weaker claim that initial objects are
isomorphic.)
3 Products and Sums
Products and sums are categorical concepts that, specialised to category Set ; yield the
well-known notions of cartesian product and disjoint union. (In other categories products
and sums may get a dierent interpretation.)
14 Sum. Let C be arbitrary, and let a; b be objects. A sum of a and b is: an initial
object in
W
(a; b) ; it may or may not exist. Let inl ; inr be a sum of a and b ; their common
target is denoted a+ b . We abbreviate ([inl ; inr
!
f; g])
W
(a;b)
to just f
r
g , not mentioning
the dependency on a; b and inl ; inr . (The usual categorical notation for f
r
g is [f; g] .)
f : a! c ^ g: b! c ) f
r
g: a+ b! c
r
-Type
Working out !
W
(a;b)
in terms of equations in C , morphisms inl ; inr and operation
r
are
determined (\up to isomorphism") by law Charn, and consequently also satisfy the other
laws.
inl ; x = f ^ inr ; x = g  x = f
r
g
r
-Charn
inl ; f
r
g = f ^ inr ; f
r
g = g
r
-Self
inl
r
inr = id
r
-Id
inl ; x = inl ; y ^ inr ; x = inr ; y ) x = y (\jointly epic")
r
-Uniq
f ; x = h ^ g ; x = j ) f
r
g ; x = h
r
j
r
-Fusion
Fusion may be simplied to an unconditional law by substituting h; j := f ; x; g ; x ,
f
r
g ; x = (f ; x)
r
(g ; x)
r
-Fusion
Similar simplications will be done tacitly in the sequel.
15 Products. Products are, by denition, dual to sums. Let exl ; exr be a product
of a and b , supposing one exists; its common source is denoted a  b . We abbreviate
db(f; g
!
exl ; exr)ec
V
(a;b)
to just f

g . (The usual categorical notation for f

g is hf; gi ).
f : c! a ^ g: c! b ) f

g: c! a b

-Type
The laws for exl , exr and

work out as follows:
x ; exl = f ^ x ; exr = g  x = f

g

-Charn
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f
g ; exl = f ^ f

g ; exr = g

-Self
exl

exr = id

-Id
x ; exl = y ; exl ^ x ; exr = y ; exr ) x = y (\jointly monic")

-Uniq
x ; f

g = (x ; f)

(x ; g)

-Fusion
16 Application. As a rst application we show that inl is monic. (Morphism f is
monic if: x ; f = y ; f ) x = y .) By symmetry it follows that inr is monic too, and
dually each of exl and exr is epic.
x = y
 aiming at \ ; inl " after x and y , use
r
-Self[f := id ]
x ; inl ; id
r
g = y ; inl ; id
r
g
( Leibniz
x ; inl = y ; inl
as desired. The choice for g is immaterial; id certainly does the job.
As a second application we show that
r
and

abide. Two binary operations 	 and
j
abide with each other if: for all values a; b; c; d
(a	 b)
j
(c	 d) = (a
j
c)	 (b
j
d) .
Writing a	 b as
a
b
and a
j
b as a j b , the equation reads
a
b
j
c
d
=
a j c
b j d .
The term abide has been coined by Bird [Bir89] and comes from \above-beside." In
category theory this property is called the `middle exchange rule.'
(f
r
g)

(h
r
j) = (f

h)
r
(g

j)

r
-Charn [x; f; g := lhs; f

h; g

j]
inl ; (f
r
g)

(h
r
j) = f

h ^ inr ; (f
r
g)

(h
r
j) = g

j


-Fusion (at two places)
(inl ; f
r
g)

(inl ; h
r
j) = f

h ^ (inr ; f
r
g)

(inr ; h
r
j) = g

j

r
-Self (at four places)
f

h = f

h ^ g

j = g

j
 equality
true.
For later use we dene, for f : a! b and g: c! d ,
f + g = (f ; inl )
r
(g ; inr) : a+ c! b+ d
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f  g = (exl ; f)

(exr ; g) : a c! b d .
These + and  are bifunctors: id + id = id and f + g ; h + j = (f ; h) + (g ; j) , and
similarly for  .
4 Algebras
Let F be a functor from C to C . Recall from Section 2 that an F -algebra is just a
morphism ': Fa! a for some a , called the carrier of ' , and a homomorphism from '
to  is a morphism f satisfying ' ; f = Ff ;  . It follows that f : carrier'! carrier .
We abbreviate !
Alg(F )
to just !
F
. To motivate the terminology, consider the following
two cases.
A single binary operation ': aa! a is an F -algebra, where functor F is dened by
Fx = xx . Then ` f : '!
F
 ' means ' ; f = ff ;  , which is a slight generalisation of
the property that f distributes over ' . Now consider two algebras (or n -ary operations)
of dierent type but with the same carrier, say '
i
: F
i
a ! a for i = 0; 1 . We can then
form ' = '
0
r
'
1
: F
0
a+ F
1
a ! a ; this is an F -algebra, where functor F is dened by
Fx = F
0
x + F
1
x . From the composite ' we can retrieve the constituent operations by
'
0
= inl ; ' and '
1
= inr ; ' (see law
r
-Charn). Statement f : '
0
r
'
1
!
F
0
+F
1
 
0
r
 
1
boils down to the two statements f : '
i
!
F
i
 
i
for i = 0; 1 . Thus, classical single-
sorted algebras can be modeled as F -algebras. Fokkinga [Fok91, Fok92] shows how to
deal with equations (like associativity), many-sortedness, and more general datatypes in
this frame-work.
Let  be initial in Alg (F ) (supposing it exists). We x this  throughout what follows,
and we write ([']) for ([
!
'])
Alg(F )
, and call it a catamorphism. This notation supposes
that ' is an F -algebra:
' is an F -algebra ) ([']): carrier! carrier' . cata-Type
Then the laws for  and ([ ]) work out as follows.
 ; x = Fx ; '  x = ([']) cata-Charn
 ; ([']) = F ([']) ; ' cata-Self
id = ([]) cata-Id
 ; x = Fx ; ' ^  ; y = Fy ; ' ) x = y cata-Uniq
' ; x = Fx ;  ) ([']) ; x = ([ ]) cata-Fusion
Let a be the carrier of  . Below we shall show that  is an isomorphism: : Fa! a ,
the inverse of which we denote 
[
. We might call  a \constructor", since in Set each
element of a can be obtained as an outcome of  for precisely one argument, called the
\constituents" of the element. The inverse 
[
is then a \destructor"; it maps each element
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of a into the constituents. Using 
[
, the premise of cata-Charn may be reformulated as
x = 
[
; Fx ; '. Thus cata-Charn says that the \inductive denition" x = 
[
; Fx ; '
has a unique solution for x . (If  were not initial, such an equation might have no or
several solutions.) Similarly, cata-Uniq says that if two morphisms x and y both satisfy
the same \inductive pattern", namely x = 
[
; Fx ; ' and y = 
[
; Fy ; ', then they
are the same. One sees that cata-Uniq captures, in a sense, induction. Law cata-Fusion
may also be read as giving a sucient condition on x and ' in order that the composite
([']) ; x can be expressed as a single catamorphism.
17 Application. As an application we show that an initial F -algebra  is |up to
isomorphism| a xed point of F , that is, F

=
 in Alg(F ) . To prove this, we have to
establish a pair x; y of morphisms in Alg(F ) (F -algebra homomorphisms in C ),
x : F!
F

y : !
F
F ,
that are each other's inverse. Law cata-Charn implies that y is ([F]) . We start proving
that y = ([F]) is a \pre-inverse" of x , deriving along the way a denition for x . For this
we argue:
y ; x = id

 denition y
([F]) ; x = id
 cata-Id
([F]) ; x = ([])
( cata-Fusion
F ; x = Fx ; 
 dene x = 
true.
So y = ([F]) is a pre-inverse of x =  . It is a post-inverse too:
x ; y
= denition x; y
 ; ([F])
= cata-Self
F ([F]) ; F
= functor, above: ([F]) is pre-inverse of 
F id
= functor
id.
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Since Alg(F ) is built upon C a corollary of the isomorphism : F

=
 in Alg(F ) is
the isomorphism : Fa

=
a in C , where a = carrier .
5 Coequalisers and Kernel pairs
Coequalisers and kernel pairs are categorical notions that, specialised to category Set ,
yield the well-known notion of induced equivalence relation, and the lesser known notion
of induced kernel pair, respectively. We shall present the properties of coequalisers and
kernel pairs in a way suitable for calculation.
18 Coequalisers. Let C be arbitrary, and let (f; g) be a parallel pair. A coequaliser
of (f; g) is: an initial object in
W
(fkg) . Let p be a coequaliser of (f; g) , supposing one
exists. We write pn
f;g
q or simply pnq instead of ([p
!
q])
W
(fkg)
since, as we shall explain,
the fraction notation better suggests the calculational properties.
f ; q = g ; q ) pnq: tgt p! tgt q n-Type
Then the laws for p and n work out as follows.
p ; x = q  x = pnq n-Charn
p ; pnq = q n-Self
id = pnp n-Id
p ; x = q ^ p ; y = q ) x = y n-Uniq
p ; x = p ; y ) x = yi.e., ( p epic)
q ; x = r ) pnq ; x = pnr n-Fusion
pnq ; x = pn(q ; x)i.e.,
In accordance with the convention explained in paragraph 12 we have omitted in laws
n-Charn, n-Self and n-Fusion the well-formedness condition that q is an object in
W
(fkg) ; the notation ...nq is only senseful if f ; q = g ; q , like in arithmetic where the
notation m=n is only senseful if n diers from 0 . Notice also how n-Fusion simplies
to an unconditional fusion law. Similarly law n-Uniq simplies to the assertion that each
coequaliser is epic.
Now that we have presented the laws the choice of notation may be evident: the usual
manipulation of cancelling adjacent factors in the denominator and nominator is valid
when composition is interpreted as multiplication and n is interpreted as a fraction. (See
also law n-Compose below.) This may also help you to remember that there is only
\post-fusion" here; the equation x ; pnq = (x ; p)nq is not meaningful and not valid in
general.
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19 Additional laws. The following law conrms the choice of notation once more.
pnq ; qnr = pnr n-Compose
Here is one way to prove it.
pnq ; qnr
= n-Fusion
pn(q ; qnr)
= n-Self
pnr.
An interesting aspect is that the omitted subscripts to n may dier: e.g., pn
f;g
q and
qn
h;j
r , and q is not necessarily a coequaliser of f; g . Rephrased in the standard notation,
law n-Compose reads:
([a
!
b])
A
; ([b
!
c])
B
= ([a
!
c])
A
Compose
where A and B are full subcategories of some category C and objects b; c are in both
A and B ; in our case A =
W
(fkg) , B =
W
(hkj) , and C =
W
(d) where d is the common
target of f; g; h; j . Then the proof runs as follows.
([a
!
b])
A
; ([b
!
c])
B
= ([a
!
c])
A
( Fusion
([b
!
c])
B
: b!
A
c
 both A and B are full subcategories of C ,
each containing both b and c
([b
!
c])
B
: b!
B
c
 Self
true.
Another law that we shall use below has to do with functors. As before, let p be a
coequaliser. Then
F (pnq) = FpnFq n-Fctr
The implicit well-formedness condition here is that Fp is a coequaliser. Clearly, this
condition is satised when F preserves coequalisers. The proof of the law reads:
F (pnq) = FpnFq
 n-Charn
Fp ; F (pnq) = Fq
 functor
F (p ; pnq) = Fq
 n-Self
true.
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20 Kernel pairs. Let C be arbitrary, and let p be a morphism. A kernel pair of p
is: a nal object in
V
(p p) . (Category
W
(f g ) is the dual of
V
(f g) explained in
Section 2.) Let (f; g) be a kernel pair of p , supposing one exists. This time we use the
notation (d; e)=
p
(f; g) or simply (d; e)=(f; g) instead of db(d; e
!
f; g)ec
V
(p p)
.
d ; p = e ; p ) (d; e)=(f; g): src d! src f = src e! src g =-Type
Then the laws for (f; g) and = work out as follows.
d = x ; f ^ e = x ; g  x = (d; e)=(f; g) =-Charn
d = (d; e)=(f; g) ; f ^ e = (d; e)=(f; g) ; g =-Self
id = (f; g)=(f; g) =-Id
d = x ; f ^ e = x ; g
d = y ; f ^ e = y ; g
)
) x = y =-Uniq
x ; f = y ; f ^ x ; g = y ; g ) x = yi.e., (jointly monic)
x ; (d; e)=(f; g) = (x ; d; x ; e)=(f; g) =-Fusion
(d; e)=(f; g) ; (f; g)=(h; j) = (d; e)=(h; j) =-Compose
F ((d; e)=(f; g)) = F (d; e)=F (f; g) =-Fctr
Notice that there is \pre-fusion" only. Due to the presence of so many pairs the notation
is a bit cumbersome, but we refrain from simplifying it here.
21 Application. As an example of the use of the laws we prove that the coequaliser
and kernel pair form an adjunction. More precisely, let C denote a mapping that sends
each parallel pair with common target a to some coequaliser of it, and similarly let K
send each morphism with source a to some kernel pair of it:
C(f; g) = `the' coequaliser of f; g for (f; g) in
V
(a; a)
Kp = `the' kernel pair of p for p in
W
(a) .
We shall extend them to functors C:
V
(a; a) !
W
(a) and K:
W
(a) !
V
(a; a) , and then
prove that they form an adjunction.
To dene Cx for a morphism x in
V
(a; a) we make an obvious choice.
Cx = C(d; e)nC(f; g) for x: (d; e)! (f; g) in
V
(a; a) .(a)
It remains to prove that C is a functor. Since in general pnq: p ! q (in the appropri-
ate category, see n -Type), it is immediate that Cx above has the right type, namely
C(d; e)! C(f; g) in
W
(a; a) . The two functor axioms Cid = id and C(x ; y) = Cx ; Cy
follow immediately by n -Id and n -Compose.
To dene Ku for a morphism u in
W
(a) we make an obvious choice too.
Ku = Kp=Kq for u: p ! q in
W
(a) .(b)
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Thus extended, K is a functor by a similar argument as above.
To prove that C is adjoint to K we establish natural transformations ": CK :!I and
: I :!KC such that K ; K" = idK and C ; "C = idC . Take
"q = CKqnq : CKq !
W
(a)
q for all q in
W
(a) .
The naturality of " is shown as follows. For arbitrary u: p!
W
(a)
q ,
CKu ; "q
= denition C; K and " , noting that u: p!
W
(a)
q
CKpnCKq ; CKqnq
= n-Compose
CKpnq
= equation \u: p!
W
(a)
q "
CKpn(p ; u)
= n-Fusion
CKpnp ; u
= denition " and I
"p ; Iu
as desired. Further we take
(d; e) = (d; e)=KC(d; e) : (d; e)!
V
(a;a)
KC(d; e) .
We omit the proof that  is natural; this is quite similar (but not categorically dual) to
the naturality of " . Next we show that K ; K" = idK . Let q be arbitrary, then
(K ; K")q
= composition of natural transformations, and denitions of  , "
Kq=KCKq ; K(CKqnq)
= denition K (see (b) above with u; p; q := qnCKq; q; CKq ,
noting that u: p! q follows from n -Self)
K(qnCKq) ; K(CKqnq)
= functor, n-Compose
K(qnq)
= n-Id, noting that id
q
in
W
(a) is id
tgtq
in C
K(id
q
)
= functor
idKq.
The proof of C ; "C = idC is again quite similar to the above one.
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6 Colimits
An initial object is a colimit of the empty diagram, and conversely, a colimit of a diagram
is an initial object in the category of cocones over that diagram. Let us use the latter
approach to present the algebraic properties of colimits.
22 Colimit. In order to avoid a lot of explicit quantications and subscriptions, which
hinder eective calculation, we take a formalisation of colimits by means of natural trans-
formations. Several manipulations on the subscripts can then be phrased as well-known
manipulations with natural transformations as a whole.
A diagram in C is a functor D: D ! C , for some category D , called the shape of
the diagram. (Usually the image DD in C is called the diagram.) Category
W
D is built
upon C as follows. An object in
W
D , called cocone for D , is: a natural transformation
: D :! c for some object c in C ( c is the constant functor mapping each morphism f
into id
c
). Let  and  be cocones for D ; then a morphism from  to  in
W
D is: a
morphism x in C satisfying  ; x =  (the composition is a slight adaptation of that in
C ; see below). A colimit for D is: an initial object in
W
D .
The required \commutativity of the triangles" follows from the naturality: for each
Df : Da ! Db in the `diagram' DD in C
a ; cf = Df ; b : Da ! ca that is,
a = Df ; b : Da ! c .
For natural transformations in general, hence for cocones in particular, the following de-
nitions are standard. For : D :! c and : D :! d :
 for each x: c! d ,
( ; x)a = a ; x , so that  ; x: D :! d is a cocone for D again.
 for each functor F : C ! C ,
(F)a = F (a) , so that F: FD :! Fc is a cocone for FD (note that Fc = Fc ).
If in addition F preserves colimits, then F is a colimit for FD if  is so for D .
Since by denition (F)a = F (a) we omit the parentheses.
 for each functor S: D ! D ,
(S)a = (Sa) , so that S: DS :! c is a cocone for DS (note that cS = c ).
If S transforms the shape, S is the transformed cocone.
Since by denition (S)a = (Sa) we omit the parentheses.
23 The laws. Let  be a colimit for D . We write n
D
 or simply n , instead of
([
!
])
W
D
. Then the laws for  and n work out as follows.
: D :! d ) n: tgt  ! d n-Type
and
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 ; x =   x = n n-Charn
 ; n =  n-Self
n = id n-Id
 ; x =  ; y ) x = y (  jointly epic) n-Uniq
n ; x = n( ; x) n-Fusion
n ; n" = n" n-Compose
F (n) = FnF n-Fctr
for each D -cocone ; " (  and F being a colimit when occurring as the left argument
of n .) Notice also that, by denition of S and n -Self,
S ; n = ( ; n)S = S .24
If S is a colimit then SnS is well-formed, and the equality n = SnS follows by
n -Charn from the equation.
25 Application. We present the well-known construction of an initial F -algebra. Our
interest is solely in the algebraic, calculational style of various subproofs. The construction
will require that C has an initial object and a colimit for each ! -chain, and that functor
F preserves colimits of ! -chains.
Given endofunctor F we wish to construct an F -algebra, : Fa ! a say, that is
initial in Alg(F ) . Forgoing initiality for the time being, we derive a construction of an
: Fa! a as follows. (Read the steps and their explanation below in parallel!)
: Fa! a
( denition isomorphism(a)
: Fa ' a
( denition cocone morphism (taking a = tgt = tgtS )(b)
: F ' S in
W
(FD) ^ FD = DS
 F is colimit for FD (taking  = FnS )(c)
S is colimit for DS ^ FD = DS.
Step (a): this is motivated by the wish that  be initial in Alg(F ) , and so  will be an
isomorphism; in other words, in view of the required initiality the step is no strengthening.
Step (b): here we merely decide that ; a come from a (co)limit construction; this is true
for many categorical constructions. So we aim at : F

=
::: , where  is `the' colimit
(which we assume to exist) for a diagram D yet to be dened. Since F is a FD -cocone,
there has to be another FD -cocone on the dots. To keep things simple, we aim at an
FD -cocone constructed from  , say S , where S is an endofunctor on srcD . Since
S is evidently a DS -cocone, and must be an FD -cocone, it follows that FD = DS is
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another requirement.
Step (c): the hint `F is colimit for FD ' follows from the assumption that F preserves
colimits, and the denition  = FnS is forced by (the proof of) the uniqueness of
initial objects. (It is indeed very easy to verify that FnS and SnF are each other's
inverse.)
We shall now complete the construction in the following three parts.
1. Construction of D;S such that FD = DS .
2. Proof of ` S is colimit for DS ' where  is a colimit for D .
3. Proof of ` is initial in Alg(F ) ' where  = FnS .
Part 1. (Construction of D;S such that FD = DS .) The requirement FD = DS says
that FD is a `subdiagram' of D . This is easily achieved by making D a chain of iterated
F applications, as follows.
Let ! be the category with objects 0; 1; 2; : : : and a unique arrow from i to j (denoted
i

j ) for every i  j . So ! is the shape of a chain. The zero and successor functors
0 ; S: ! ! ! are dened by 0 (i

j) = 0

0 and S(i

j) = (i+1)

(j+1) .
Let
0
be an initial object in C . Dene the diagram D: ! ! C by D(i

j) = F
i
([F
j i
0
]) ,
where ([ ]) abbreviates ([
0
!
])
C
. It is quite easy to show that D is a functor, that is,
D(i

j ; j

k) = D(i

j) ; D(j

k) . It is also immediate that FD = DS , since
FD(i

j) = FF
i
([F
j i
0
]) = F
i+1
([F
(j+1) (i+1)
0
]) = D((i+1)

(j+1)) = DS(i

j) .26
Thanks to the particular form of ! , natural transformations of the form ": D :!G (some
G ) can be dened by induction, that is, by dening
"0 : D0 :!G0 or, equivalently "0: D0 ! G0
"S : DS :!GS .
We shall use this form of denition in Part 2 and Part 3 below.
Part 2. (Proof of ` S is colimit for DS ' where  is a colimit for D .) Our task is to
construct for arbitrary cocone : DS :! d a morphism ([S
!
])
W
(DS)
such that
S ; x =   x = ([S
!
])
W
(DS)
.()
Our guess is that n" may be chosen for ([S
!
])
W
(DS)
for some suitably chosen ": D :!d
that depends on  . This guess is sucient to start the proof of () ; we shall derive a
denition of " (more specically, for "0 and "S ) along the way.
x = n"
 n-Charn
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 ; x = "
 observation at the end of Part 1
( ; x)0 = "0 ^ ( ; x)S = "S
 `standard denition' for natural transformations (see paragraph 22)
0 ; x = "0 ^ S ; x = "S
 f aiming at the left hand side of () g
dene "S =  (noting that : DS :! d = DS :! dS )
0 ; x = "0 ^ S ; x = 
 dene "0 below such that S ; x =  ) 0 ; x = "0 for all x()
S ; x = .
In order to dene "0 satisfying the requirement derived at step () , we calculate
0 ; x
= f anticipating next steps, introduce an identityg
0 ; c(0

1) ; x
= naturality  (\commutativity of the triangle")
D(0

1) ; 1 ; x
= using S ; x = 
D(0

1) ; 0
so that we can fulll the requirement 0 ; x = "0 by dening "0 = D(0

1) ; 0 .
Part 3. (Proof of ` is initial in Alg(F ) ' where  = FnS .) Put a = tgt = tgt (as
we did in the main steps (a), (b), (c) at the start). Let ': Fb! b be arbitrary. We have
to construct a morphism ([
!
'])
F
: a! b in C such that
FnS ; x = Fx ; '  x = ([
!
'])
F
.(|)
Our guess is that the required morphism ([
!
'])
F
can be written as n for some suitably
chosen D -cocone  . This guess is sucient to start the proof of (|) , deriving a denition
for  (more specically, for 0 and S ) along the way.
FnS ; x = Fx ; '
 n -Fusion
Fn(S ; x) = Fx ; '
 n -Charn[; ; x := F; S ; x; Fx ; ' ]
F ; Fx ; ' = S ; x
 lhs: functor, rhs: `standard denition' for ntrf (see paragraph 22)
F ( ; x) ; ' = ( ; x)S
 explained and proved below (dening  )()
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 ; x = 
 n -Charn
x = n.
Arriving at the line above () I see no way to make progress except to work bottom-up
from the last line. Having the lines above and below () available, we dene Sn in terms
of n by
S = F ; ' ,
a denition that is also suggested by type considerations alone. Now part ( of equivalence
() is immediate:
F ( ; x) ; ' = ( ; x)S
( denition S : F ; ' = S
 ; x = .
For part ) of equivalence () we argue as follows, assuming the line above () as a
premise, and dening 0 along the way.
 ; x = 
 induction principle
( ; x)0 = 0 ^ 8(n :: ( ; x)n = n ) ( ; x)Sn = Sn)
 proved below: the `induction base' in (i), and the `induction step' in (ii)
true.
For (i), the induction base, we calculate
0 ; x
= Charn, using 0:
0
! c
([a])
C
; x
= Fusion, using x: a! b
([b])
C
= dene 0 = ([b])
C
true.
And for (ii), the induction step, we calculate for arbitrary n , using the induction hypothesis
( ; x)n = n ,
( ; x)Sn
= line above ()
(F ( ; x) ; ')n
= hypothesis ( ; x)n = n
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(F ; ')n
= denition S
(S)n
as desired. This completes the entire construction and proof.
7 Conclusion
We have given several simple examples, and at least one nontrivial one, of algebraic cal-
culation in the framework of category theory. The calculations are quite smooth; there
were few occasions where we had to interrupt a calculation, for establishing an auxiliary
result or for introducing a (name for a) new morphism. Thanks to the systematisation
of the notation and laws for the unique arrows brought forward by initiality, there is less
or no need to draw or remember commutative diagrams for the inspiration or verication
of a step in a calculation. Each step is easily veried, and there is ample opportunity for
machine assistance in this respect. More importantly, the construction of required mor-
phisms from others is performed as a calculation as well. There are several places where
a morphism is constructed by beginning to prove the required property while, along the
way, determining more and more of (an expression for) the morphism. Thus proof and
construction go hand-in-hand, in an algebraic style.
All calculations can be interpreted in Set so that, actually, we have quite involved cal-
culations with algorithms (functions). Calculations with algorithms working on more usual
datatypes are explored extensively by, for instance, Malcolm [Mal90b] and Fokkinga [Fok92].
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